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IntelligenceIntelligence and and expertexpert

performanceperformance



Problem solving by experts and Problem solving by experts and 

novicesnovices
�� Experts possessed greater domainExperts possessed greater domain--specific knowledge specific knowledge 

about a task that novices. Experts excelled mainly in about a task that novices. Experts excelled mainly in 
their own domains and did not have greater knowledge their own domains and did not have greater knowledge 
or general problemor general problem--solving abilities.solving abilities.

�� Experts perceived meaningful patterns, redefined and Experts perceived meaningful patterns, redefined and 
classified problems according to underlying principals. classified problems according to underlying principals. 
They organize their knowledge more hierarchically They organize their knowledge more hierarchically 
than novices.than novices.

�� Experts performed quickly because they took strategic Experts performed quickly because they took strategic 
shortcuts. shortcuts. 

�� Experts spent more time in analyzing and planning.Experts spent more time in analyzing and planning.

�� Experts redefined and reinterpreted the task. Experts redefined and reinterpreted the task. 

�� Experts monitored their performance more carefully. Experts monitored their performance more carefully. 
Good selfGood self--regulation. regulation. 

�� High levels of motivation.High levels of motivation.



Intuitive and formal reasoning Intuitive and formal reasoning 

systemssystems

�� deductive reasoningdeductive reasoning

�� categorizationcategorization

�� analogical reasoninganalogical reasoning

�� decisiondecision--makingmaking

�� belief formationbelief formation

�� social cognitionsocial cognition

�� Western: analytical mode of thought dominant Western: analytical mode of thought dominant 
(?)(?)

�� East Asian: holistic mode of thought (?)East Asian: holistic mode of thought (?)



Contextualization in reasoningContextualization in reasoning

�� Evolution theory:Evolution theory:
Environment of evolutionary Environment of evolutionary adaptednessadaptedness favored the tendency to favored the tendency to 
contextualize a problem with as much prior knowledge as is easilcontextualize a problem with as much prior knowledge as is easily y 
accessible.accessible.

�� To see deliberate design and pattern in situations that lack To see deliberate design and pattern in situations that lack 
intentional design. (superstition)intentional design. (superstition)

�� Seeing intentional design in random events.Seeing intentional design in random events.

�� Financial analysts tend to concoct elaborate explanations for Financial analysts tend to concoct elaborate explanations for 
every little fluctuation in stock market prices even though the every little fluctuation in stock market prices even though the 
fluctuations are mainly random.fluctuations are mainly random.

�� The intentional interpreter in our brains does not automaticallyThe intentional interpreter in our brains does not automatically
decouple itself from problems when it is not needed.decouple itself from problems when it is not needed.

�� The narrative mode of thought. The narrative mode of thought. 

�� The tendency to socialize problems.The tendency to socialize problems.



LearningLearning, , perceptionperception and and memorymemory
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DevelopmentDevelopment of of brainbrain

�� The process of The process of neurogenesisneurogenesis populates the populates the 
brain until the maximum number of neurons has brain until the maximum number of neurons has 
been reached at age 2, been reached at age 2, 

�� then programmed cell death cuts the growing then programmed cell death cuts the growing 
brain down to size.brain down to size.

�� During adolescence the brain goes through a During adolescence the brain goes through a 
process of synaptic pruning.process of synaptic pruning.

�� Frontal cortex develops last, until over 20.Frontal cortex develops last, until over 20.

�� BrainBrain plasticityplasticity decreasesdecreases in in timetime, the , the 
localizationlocalization of of functionsfunctions staysstays fixedfixed in in adultsadults..



ImprovingImproving memorizingmemorizing

�� Timing of activities is decisive when storing information Timing of activities is decisive when storing information 
to the memory. to the memory. 

�� In an experiment, where In an experiment, where fruit flies were trained to avoid a fruit flies were trained to avoid a 
particular odor, it was found that massed training, giving particular odor, it was found that massed training, giving 
the flies the same number of training experiences in the flies the same number of training experiences in 
rapid succession, did not produce an enduring memory; rapid succession, did not produce an enduring memory; 

�� spaced training, with session intervals of 15 minutes, did spaced training, with session intervals of 15 minutes, did 
produce. produce. 

�� Distributed practice works better than massed practice. Distributed practice works better than massed practice. 

�� Spreading out your study is better than cramming. Spreading out your study is better than cramming. 

�� TThere is a specific time interval, about six to eight hours here is a specific time interval, about six to eight hours 
after training, when the neural activity is particularly after training, when the neural activity is particularly 
strong, and lasting memories are formed. strong, and lasting memories are formed. 



ImprovingImproving memorizingmemorizing

�� Memory consolidation takes place while we Memory consolidation takes place while we 
sleep, and it takes up to a few weeks of sleep, and it takes up to a few weeks of 
repeated rehearsal for the molecular reactions repeated rehearsal for the molecular reactions 
controlling gene and protein synthesis to record controlling gene and protein synthesis to record 
longlong--term memories. term memories. 

�� If the interval between rehearsal sessions is too If the interval between rehearsal sessions is too 
long, the shortlong, the short--term memory will have weakened term memory will have weakened 
too much to benefit from repetition.too much to benefit from repetition.

�� Also, having a break and relaxing after intensive Also, having a break and relaxing after intensive 
working often  releases creativity and yields a working often  releases creativity and yields a 
solution to the problem under consideration.  solution to the problem under consideration.  



BenefitsBenefits of of sleepsleep

�� storesstores memoriesmemories

�� helpshelps to to attainattain highhigh levellevel of of concentrationconcentration

�� reducesreduces stressstress

�� combatscombats obesityobesity



MultitaskingMultitasking

�� The The peoplepeople whowho engageengage in media in media 

""multitaskingmultitasking" " areare thosethose leastleast ableable to to dodo soso

wellwell..

�� PeoplePeople whowho routinelyroutinely consumeconsume multiplemultiple

media media suchsuch as internet, television, and as internet, television, and 

mobile mobile phonesphones, , performperform lessless wellwell in in teststests

for for attentionattention and and memorymemory..

�� DistractionDistraction confusesconfuses workingworking memorymemory..



MemorizingMemorizing

�� Rats learn to navigate new spaces by replaying Rats learn to navigate new spaces by replaying 
memories in reverse order:memories in reverse order:

�� After exploring an environment such as a maze, rats After exploring an environment such as a maze, rats 
typically pause to eat, groom or rub their whiskers. typically pause to eat, groom or rub their whiskers. 
Electrodes in ratElectrodes in rat’’s hippocampus monitored sos hippocampus monitored so--called called 
place neurons, which fire in specific sequence as a rat place neurons, which fire in specific sequence as a rat 
navigates a path.  When various rats paused on navigates a path.  When various rats paused on 
completion of a  run, the place neurons fired in reverse completion of a  run, the place neurons fired in reverse 
order from the firing that had occurred during navigation. order from the firing that had occurred during navigation. 
This reverse replay occurred more frequently after This reverse replay occurred more frequently after 
walking through new mazes than familiar ones, implying walking through new mazes than familiar ones, implying 
that the technique plays a role in learning. that the technique plays a role in learning. 



SpatialSpatial intelligenceintelligence

�� aboutabout halfhalf of of brainbrain cellscells ((neuronsneurons) ) areare

specializedspecialized in in motormotor controlcontrol, , movementmovement

�� aboutabout ¼¼ of of neuronsneurons areare involvedinvolved in in perceptionperception

�� thereforetherefore, , walkingwalking in in naturenature ((variedvaried and and 

demandingdemanding terrain) terrain) developsdevelops brainbrain moremore thanthan

almostalmost anyany otherother activityactivity

�� exerciseexercise: : producesproduces endorphinsendorphins thatthat makemake youyou

feelfeel goodgood & & helpshelps in in productionproduction of new of new neuronsneurons



CognitionCognition and and emotionemotion

� Happiness and positive mood increases 
flexibility in problem solving. 

� Affect, cognition, and motivation influence one 
another. 

� Meaningful and emotional information is retained 
better in memory than purely factual information. 
� It does not necessarily indicate, however, that the 

memories would be accurate in relation to factual 
events, especially if they are connected to strong 
feelings. 

� Memories do change.



CognitionCognition and and emotionemotion

� Stress weakens attention and working memory. 
� It rises levels of  noradrenalin, dopamine, and cortisol 

in the brain, and induce neuron destruction in 
hippocampus. The production of new neurons in 
hippocampus is also reduced under stress. 

� Laughing has numerous benefits for health as 
well as learning. 
� Laughing reduces stress because the level of cortisol 

is reduced and levels of epinephrine decrease. 

� Laughing improves memory: Students who watched 
an episode of "Friends" after studying for an exam, 
got 20% better grades than the control group that did 
not have fun. 



ValuationValuation

�� PositivePositive oror negativenegative impressionsimpressions areare
formedformed in a in a meremere ""blinkblink".".

�� PeoplePeople evaluateevaluate everythingeverything as as goodgood oror
badbad..

�� WeWe feelfeel beforebefore wewe analyzeanalyze..

�� DecisionsDecisions made made tootoo quicklyquickly areare notnot the the 
bestbest::
�� facingfacing withwith complexcomplex decisionsdecisions involvinginvolving manymany

factorsfactors, the , the bestbest adviceadvice is to is to taketake youryour timetime --
to to awaitawait the the intuitiveintuitive resultresult of of unconsciousunconscious
processingprocessing



Music in Music in brainbrain

�� Brain imaging studies: when people listen to Brain imaging studies: when people listen to 
music, the neural activation proceeds from the music, the neural activation proceeds from the 
auditory system to regions related to planning, auditory system to regions related to planning, 
expectation and language as well as arousal, expectation and language as well as arousal, 
pleasure, mood and rhythmic movement. pleasure, mood and rhythmic movement. 

�� Music engages nearly every area of the brain.Music engages nearly every area of the brain.

�� Music promotes cognitive development. Music promotes cognitive development. 

�� Music reaches deep into the brain's most Music reaches deep into the brain's most 
primitive structures, including the "reptilian brain" primitive structures, including the "reptilian brain" 
tied to motivation, reward and emotion. tied to motivation, reward and emotion. 

�� Music elevates dopamine levels. Music elevates dopamine levels. 



LyingLying

�� Pathological lying: Pathological lying: 

liarsliars’’ brains had 22 % more white matter in the brains had 22 % more white matter in the 

prefrontal regions that govern decision making prefrontal regions that govern decision making 

and judgment. The excessive white matter and judgment. The excessive white matter 

creates an abundance of connections among creates an abundance of connections among 

otherwise contradictory, compartmentalized otherwise contradictory, compartmentalized 

data. data. 

�� MRI scans of people lying in real time also point MRI scans of people lying in real time also point 

to excessive activation in the prefrontal lobes. to excessive activation in the prefrontal lobes. 



ExpatriateExpatriate creativitycreativity

�� a a studystudy in 2009 in France/ USin 2009 in France/ US

�� peoplepeople whowho hadhad livedlived abroadabroad moremore consistentlyconsistently

showedshowed innovationinnovation and and creativitycreativity

�� in in negotiationsnegotiations,,

�� in the in the useuse of of ordinaryordinary itemsitems,,

�� in in drawingsdrawings..

�� http://50.insead.edu/http://50.insead.edu/press_releasespress_releases//inseadinsead--researchresearch--

showsshows--goinggoing--abroadabroad--linkedlinked--creativitycreativity
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TypesTypes of of intelligenceintelligence and and teachingteaching

�� Experiment with four methodsExperiment with four methods

�� One group was subjected to the "traditional" teaching One group was subjected to the "traditional" teaching 
method that is called method that is called memory conditionmemory condition, which includes , which includes 
presenting the material which students have to presenting the material which students have to 
memorize and represent. memorize and represent. 

�� In the In the analytical conditionanalytical condition, students are asked to , students are asked to 
compare and contrast theories. compare and contrast theories. 

�� In the In the creative conditioncreative condition, they are asked to formulate , they are asked to formulate 
their own theory based on the facts.their own theory based on the facts.

�� In the In the practical conditionpractical condition, they are asked to apply the , they are asked to apply the 
theoretical knowledge in a realtheoretical knowledge in a real--life problem. life problem. 



�� All students were evaluated in the same way for All students were evaluated in the same way for 
memory, practical, analytical, and creative quality. The memory, practical, analytical, and creative quality. The 
results confirmed that students who got instruction that results confirmed that students who got instruction that 
matched their cognitive style, performed better than matched their cognitive style, performed better than 
others. others. 

�� Memory condition teaching resulted in an inferior Memory condition teaching resulted in an inferior 
outcome than other methods.outcome than other methods.

�� Students who were subjected to a multicondition Students who were subjected to a multicondition 
teaching that included analytical, practical, and creative teaching that included analytical, practical, and creative 
methods, performed best in all types of tests that methods, performed best in all types of tests that 
included practicing analysis, creativity, and practical included practicing analysis, creativity, and practical 
application, application, 

�� even in better memorization of the material than the even in better memorization of the material than the 
memory condition students memory condition students 

�� Students who were strong in analytical skills, had an Students who were strong in analytical skills, had an 
advantage over others in all conditions, a consequence advantage over others in all conditions, a consequence 
of the emphasis on analytical way of teaching in all of the emphasis on analytical way of teaching in all 
school instruction. school instruction. 



GrowthGrowth mindmind--setset

�� FocusFocus on on efforteffort ratherrather thanthan on on talenttalent

producesproduces highhigh achieversachievers in in schoolschool life.life.

�� AttributingAttributing poorpoor performanceperformance to a to a lacklack of of abilityability

depressesdepresses motivationmotivation and and leadsleads to a to a helplesshelpless

attitudeattitude..

�� MistakesMistakes areare problemsproblems to to bebe solvedsolved!!

�� MotivationMotivation: : thosethose whowho placeplace highhigh premiumpremium on on 

learninglearning ratherrather thanthan on on gettinggetting goodgood gradesgrades, , 

earnedearned the the bestbest gradesgrades
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Possibly conflicting expectations about academic activities Possibly conflicting expectations about academic activities 

student develops an ability 
to think

rote learning (by heart) 
acceptable

Learning

Critical argument, 
discussion, evidence, 
evaluation, and 
originality are valued; 
plagiarism virtually a 
crime

Copying and plagiarism are 
legitimate since the 
outcomes contain 
correct information

Dissertations

Problem solving and original 
approaches are valued

Right answers should be 
learned and reproduced 
on demand

Course work

raises argument, stimulates 
discussion

provides unquestionable 
facts

Teacher’s role in seminars

should sensitize students to 
key issues; developing 
of ideas through self-
study

contain the complete 
course; all facts and 
right answers are 
provided

Lectures

student takes responsibility 
for own learning

teacher-ledLearning

Supervisor’s expectationStudent’s expectationAcademic activity



Assumed acceptanceCritical evaluation

Single solution for pragmatic 
reasons

Seeking alternatives in group

Agreement, harmony, faceDiscussion, argument, challenge

Mastery, transmissionCreativity, originality

Dependence on authorityIndependence of mind

Listener/ reader responsibilitySpeaker/ writer responsibility

Contextualized communicationVerbal explicitness

Passive participationActive involvement

Hierarchical relationsHorizontal relations

Collective consciousnessIndividual orientation

Alternative academic 
expectations 

British academic expectations


